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Computational Seismology
I Large Field, many focuses, many ways to use supercomputing

resources.

Our focus:
I Simulate earthquakes on global and regional scale.



SPECFEM3D

SPECFEM3D split into two packages:

SPECFEM3D GLOBE SPECFEM3D 2.0 “Sesame”

I GLOBE is optimized for global scale seismology. Accounts for
gravity and the spin of the earth. Mesh is fixed and
predetermined.

I SPECFEM3D Sesame can use arbitrary user-defined
hexahedral meshes.

[1]: http://geodynamics.org/cig/software/specfem3d
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Forward wave propagation

10 years ago, classic “forward” simulations were a breakthrough

I 2003 SPECFEM3D GLOBE: 14.6× 109 DOF earthquake
simulations

I Japanese Earth Simulator at 5 TFLOP/s on 1944 processors
on 243 nodes

I Gordon Bell Prize Winner

I J. Tromp, D. Komatitsch, C. Ji, S. Tsuboi



Seismic imaging via adjoint tomography

New goal: improve earth model for more accurate simulations

I Uses nonlinear-optimization techniques to update
3D-velocities

I Can harness existing forward solver with relatively small
changes to code

Computational problem: Total number of simulations is very large



Application: European Tomography

Physical challenge: in general, Europe is not very seismically
active.

I Seismologists cannot run experiments. Rely on earthquakes
and other seismic sources to probe crust and mantle.

Solution: Utilize ubiquitous “noise” as a source for tomography.
Algorithm requires:

I 3 simulations / seismic station

I ×150 stations

I × ∼20 optimizations steps = 9,000 simulations

→ 1.5× 106 CPU hours: 168 days on 324 cores.
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SPECFEM3D

SPECFEM3D 2.0 “Sesame” is a finite element (FEM),
elastic/acoustic, seismic wave-propagation solver for arbitrary
user-generated hexahedral meshes.

I Written using Fortran90 and MPI

I Mature, flexible, and fast; great example why we still use
Fortran in science.

I Large user community across large array of applications

I Calculates in single precsion.

GPU Version:

I Fortran + C/CUDA + MPI for GPU clusters

Goal:
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Development Challenges

I Asynchronous communications

I Shared DOF race condition

I CUDA and memory optimizations



Note on FEM Parallelization

1. Start with finite element mesh.

2. Partition using SCOTCH or METIS.

3. Each MPI rank gets a single partition.
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Development Challenge: Overlapping Communications

CPU Strategy:

1. Compute outer boundary nodes.

2. Start nonblocking MPI Communications.

3. Compute inner boundary nodes.

4. MPI Finishes.

5. Inner compute finishes.
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GPU Overlapping Timeline

GPU 1 GPU 2

MPI-Communication

CPU-GPU Memcpy

GPU-Computation outer inner ...

to CPU

non-blocking send/recv

to GPU

t
0.4ms 33ms

0.2ms 0.2ms

tn+1tn
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Code Structure

for t = 1,NSTEPS do
Time-step update ()
for phase=outer,inner do

Stiffness Assembly (phase)
Absorbing Boundaries (phase)
Source Forcing (phase)
MPI-Communications (phase) // sent asynchronously

end for
Time-step finalize ()
Calculate Seismograms ()

end for



Code Structure

for t = 1,NSTEPS do
Time-step update ()
for phase=outer,inner do

Stiffness Assembly (phase) >65% of runtime.
Absorbing Boundaries (phase)
Source Forcing (phase)
MPI-Communications (phase) // sent asynchronously

end for
Time-step finalize ()
Calculate Seismograms ()

end for



Development Challenges

I Asynchronous communications

I Shared DOF race condition

I CUDA and memory optimizations



Assembly in CUDA

For 3D-elements:

I 125 nodes per element

Each:

I CUDA Block assigned to Ωk

I CUDA Thread assigned to node in Ωk

Threads cache matrix × matrix entries via
shared memory.

Example 2D mesh:
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Shared DOF

Example 2D FEM grid with shared nodes a, b, c , d and e:
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Assembly:
a = f (Ω1) + f (Ω2)

c = f (Ω1) + f (Ω2) + f (Ω3) + f (Ω4)
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Shared DOF Race Condition

In code:

d a c c e l [ i g l o b ∗3 ] += sum terms1 ; // x
d a c c e l [ i g l o b ∗3+1] += sum terms2 ; // y
d a c c e l [ i g l o b ∗3+2] += sum terms3 ; // z

Concurrent thread view:

thread Ω1(a) thread Ω2(a)

read $1=a, (a==0) read $1=a, (a==0)
$1 = 0 + f (Ω1) $1 = 0 + f (Ω2)
store a store a

a = f (Ω1) or f (Ω2)
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Shared DOF Solution

Easiest solution:

I atomicAdd() — Correct but slow!

In code:

atomicAdd(& d a c c e l [ i g l o b ∗3 ] , sum terms1 ) ; // x
atomicAdd(& d a c c e l [ i g l o b ∗3+1] , sum terms2 ) ; // y
atomicAdd(& d a c c e l [ i g l o b ∗3+2] , sum terms3 ) ; // z



Mesh Coloring

Best solution: Mesh Coloring

K⋃
k

Ωk = Ω

2D Grid needs 4 colors:

+

Ω1

+

Ω2

+

Ω3 Ω4

Each Ωk is independent.



Coloring Algorithms

Two types we implemented

I First Fit (FF): Greedy Algorithm that always chooses first
available color.

I Droux: Chooses the least used color, balancing elements /
color.

Mesh coloring requires a serial loop over colors, with one kernel
launch per color.



Coloring Algorithms in Practice

Coloring Performance:
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Development Challenges

I Asynchronous communications

I Shared DOF race condition

I CUDA and memory optimizations



CUDA Optimizations

The stiffness assembly kernel is memory bound (arithmetic intensity
of ∼2.0). Important to optimize GPU global-memory transfers:

I Mesh constants 128 padded

I Global memory instead of constant memory

I Updated fields bound to texture memory



Performance Comparison

Performance experiments conducted on:

I Cray XK6: 16-core AMD Opteron + X2090 Tesla GPU

I Cray XE6: 2× 16-core AMD Opteron
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Performance Comparison

Performance experiments conducted on:

I Cray XK6: 16-core AMD Opteron + X2090 Tesla GPU

I Cray XE6: 2× 16-core AMD Opteron

We compare performance node-to-node.



Strong Scaling
300× 103 element mesh:
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Strong Scaling: Varied Meshes
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Case Study 1: Turkey Earthquakes

We created 19M mesh covering Europe, Middle East, and Northern
Africa.

Simulated 3 earthquakes in
Turkey:

1. 1999 Izmit Mw 7.8

2. 2011 Mw 7.3

3. Scenario Mw 7.3 20 Km
from Istanbul.



Case Study 1: Performance

Simulated on 896 Cray XK6 nodes on Titandev at ORNL:

I 75,000 time steps, taking 28 minutes = 35 TFLOP/s.

I Over 739 recording stations, which are very unbalanced.

I Removing stations led to 78 TFLOP/s.

Highlights need to optimize for application, not just synthetic
benchmarks.



Case Study 2: Noise tomography

A project to image Europe using ambient noise sources:

	  

15km depth

40km depth

Fig. 8. Sensitivity kernel for shear-wave velocity, representing the first
model update in the conjugate-gradient inversion. This kernel was obtained
by summing contributions from 104 sets of simulations, each obtained
considering a different reference station (blue dots). Top: 15km depth, i.e.
within the crust. Bottom: 40km i.e. in the shallowest part of the mantle.

surface-wave tomography of the uppermost mantle down to
periods of 35 seconds. Our mesh (Figure 7) covers Western
Europe and includes all seismic stations of the database,
extending to 200 km depth. It also honors the topography of
both the free surface of the Earth and crust-mantle interface,
and is designed to resolve periods of 8 seconds with elemental
average dimension of 24 km.

B. Computational cost

The mesh contains 303,116 elements, resulting in 1.3�108

degrees of freedom occupying 3GB of GPU run-time memory.
The noise-tomography adjoint approach requires 3 forward/ad-
joint simulations for 150 stations per optimization iteration.
The 3-step procedure can be run independently for each
station, creating a further level of parallelism. We estimate
20 necessary conjugate-gradient iterations to converge to a
final model with sufficient misfit reduction, resulting in 9000
simulations of about 4.5 Million CPU-hours. Each simulation
produces a significant amount of disk I/O, which can become
a bottleneck if too many stations are run simultaneously.
Given a fixed amount of I/O throughput, strong scaling is
used to reduce the time-to-solution. Given a fixed set of
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Fig. 9. GPU and CPU strong scaling results for a forward-only simulation on
the XK6 and XE6 for the European 303,116 element mesh (Top figure). The
same results displayed as parallel efficiency normalized to 2 XE6 and XK6
nodes respectively. Note the initial superlinear scaling of the CPU version,
likely due to increased cache performance as the individual mesh partitions
become smaller (Bottom figure).

resources, the shortest time-to-solution is achieved through an
experimentally chosen balance of simulation-level and station-
level parallelism. As evident in the next sections, the GPU
weak and strong scaling results indicate that GPUs are most
efficient when given enough work (i.e., their memories are
full). CPUs, on the other hand, scale superlinearly up to a point
and the work allotment should take advantage of this higher
efficiency. The code acceleration presented here is a general
addition to the widely-used SPECFEM3D source code for
inverse problems, and thus not restricted to noise tomography
(which is computationally the most demanding case of adjoint-
based inverse problems), but useful for any case of large-scale
forward and inverse wave propagation.

C. Strong scaling

Figure 9 depicts scaling performance experiments upon
a European mesh with 303,116 elements running a purely
forward simulation. The experiments were conducted on the
Cray XK6 with up to 128 nodes and, with a single GPU per
node, 128 GPUs. We also ran the same experiments on the
Cray XE6 with 32-cores per node. The GPU version crosses
the 80% parallel efficiency mark at 32 nodes (119MB/GPU).
Note the superlinear scaling performance of the CPU version,
which is best noted in the bottom panel of Fig. 9. We
assume this increase in performance is due to increased cache
efficiency as more of the mesh is able to fit within the various
levels of cache. This would also indicate that a type of sorting
algorithm or space-filling curve could be very effective to
improve cache and overall performance of the CPU version.

At 2 nodes, we see a speedup of 2.5x, and at 16 nodes, the
speedup is 1.8x. At 32 nodes and further, the CPU version
continues to scale very well, especially compared to the

200,000 element
mesh of Europe

Gradient sum from
150 station

contributions



Case Study 2: Performance

The tomography algorithm requires 3-steps, with significant I/O in
each step.
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Simulations run on Tödi at the Swiss Supercomputing Center
CSCS.



Conclusion

I We extended community code SPECFEM3D to work with
GPU-clusters.

I A combination of asynchronous communications, mesh
coloring, and cuda-specific optimizations yield a speedup of
1.7x to 2.5x.

I Showed two real examples: a large earthquake simulation on
896 GPUs, and a tomography example using adjoint methods
to image Europe.

I Important to profile a real scientific application — synthetic
benchmark examples may not show the whole story.
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